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Mount Mitchell Railroad
by Marcus B. Simpson Jr., 2006

See also: Mount Mitchell Railroad and Toll Road [2]; Transportation: Air and Rail (from NC Atlas Revisited) [3]

Mount Mitchell Railroad; marker #: P-72. Image
courtesy of NC Markers, North Carolina Office of
Archives & History.  [4]The Mount Mitchell Railroad, although fully operational for only
four years, was among the most popular and successful tourist attractions in North Carolina in the early twentieth century.
Originally created as a logging enterprise by lumbermen Fred A. Perley and W. H. Crockett, the narrow-gauge line
originated near Black Mountain [5] in the Swannanoa Valley [6] and over some 21 miles ascended more than 3,500 feet to
Camp Alice [7], just below the summit of Mount Mitchell. The railroad had been established to transport spruce and other
commercial timber, but by 1914 the owners had built passenger cars for use on their logging railroad. Perley and Crockett
subsequently hired Col. Sandford H. Cohen, a leading booster of tourism in western North Carolina; under his aggressive
promotion, the Mount Mitchell Railroad officially opened for general passenger traffic in July 1915.

Sharing the railbed with the logging trains, the Mount Mitchell Railroad expanded its service and in 1916 carried more
than 10,000 passengers to Camp Alice, which had been constructed in 1914 or 1915 specifically for tourists. The camp
included a large rustic dining hall and platform tents for overnight campers, and a moderate one-mile trail ascended to
Mount Mitchell's summit, the highest elevation in the United States east of the Rocky Mountains. Despite the popularity of
the enterprise, the passenger service was terminated in June 1919 so the railroad could be devoted exclusively to timber
removal.

By 1921 logging operations had ceased due to the depletion of timber resources. The tracks and ties were pulled up and
the old railroad bed was used to create the Mount Mitchell Motor Road [8], which opened for automobiles in June 1922.

Reference:

Timothy Silver, Mount Mitchell and the Black Mountains: An Environmental History of the Highest Peaks in Eastern
America (2003).

Additional Resources:

Lovelace, Jeff. 1994. Mount Mitchell: its railroad and toll road. Johnson City, Tenn: Overmountain Press.

"Mount Mitchell Railroad." N.C. Highway Historical Marker P-72, N.C. Office of Archives & History.
https://www.ncdcr.gov/about/history/division-historical-resources/nc-highway-historical-marker-program/Markers.aspx?
sp=Markers&k=Markers&sv=P-72 [9]

NC Trails and Projects: http://www.ncrailtrails.org/web/TrailsandProjects [10]
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Mount Mitchell Railroad; marker #: P-72. Image courtesy of NC Markers, North Carolina Office of Archives & History.
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Available from https://ncmarkers.com/Markers.aspx?MarkerId=P-72 [11] (accessed March 6, 2024).
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